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Electronic funds transfer systems (EFTS) typically

CRYPTOGRAPHIC IDENTIFICATION,

do not require the user’s signature on an instrument to

FINANCIAL TRANSACTION, AND CREDENTIAL

perform a payment transaction. Rather, the user‘s secret

DEVICE

personal identi?cation number (PIN) and plastic card
are entered into a point-of-sale terminal located on a

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 129,173,
?led 3/10/80 now abandoned.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to a small, portable credit card
like device for assisting its owner in identifying himself
to an external system, for cryptographically securing
communication between its owner and the external
system, for performing ?nancial transactions in cooper
ation with the external system, and for providing cre
dentials to the external system.
2. Prior Art

‘

merchant’s premise. Once the PIN and data recorded
on the card have been supplied by the user to the termi
nal, he is at the mercy of the terminal and associated
system to properly record the details of the transaction.

Additionally, if the security of the EFTS is breached,
the PIN and card number may be obtained by others,
who may then perform unauthorized transactions. Like
checks or credit cards, and EFTS has the same disad
vantage of allowing covert records to be maintained on
a person’s ?nancial transactions.

Accordingly, it is an object of the herein disclosed
invention to provide a small, forgery resistant card-like
device which is ‘personalized’ so that only its proper

Society has developed several methods to allow its

owner may utilize it. The owner may identify himself
members to identify themselves to each other and to 20 via the device to an external system, such as a mer
conveniently perform ?nancial transactions. Identi?ca
chant’s point-of-sale terminal or ?nancial institution’s
tion methods have included issuance of documents such
EFTS, only after the device is itself enabled by entry of
as driver’s licenses, passports, bank cards, etc. Financial
an ID known only to its owner. It is a further object to
transactions may be performed via use of currency,
provide in such a device a general computer processing
checks, credit cards, and various electronic funds trans 25 and data storage capability which the owner may utilize
fer schemes.
to maintain various personal and ?nancial data. Another

Each of these methods of identi?cation or performing
?nancial transactions has numerous disadvantages. For
instance, one of the primary factors that discourages the
use of currency is the possibility of theft. Additionally,
certain types of cash transactions may require presenta
tion of credential documents. For instance, in connec

tion with the purchase of alcoholic beverages, submis
sion of a document establishing proof of age is often
required. In certain countries, conversion of one coun
try’s currency into another’s requires proof of citizen~
ship such as that obtained from a passport.
Inasmuch as a check is easily forged, payment by

object of the invention is to allow convenient and se
cure display of selected transaction details to the card
owner, and to allow convenient and secure entry of

data, authorization codes, and other information by the
owner. An additional object of the invention is to allow
the device to provide cryptographically secure storage
of data concerning accounts the owner may maintain

with various ?nancial institutions, such data being mod
i?able only upon proper authorization by the appropri
ate ?nancial institution and the owner.

?cation documents such as a driver’s license. Addition

Another object of the invention is to permit use of
any of a variety of standard cryptographic algorithms,
such as the National Data Encryption Standard algo
rithm (DES) or various “public key” algorithms, to

ally, every check is micro?lmed by the band maintain

secure certain con?dential data stored in the device and

check usually requires submission to the payee of identi

ing the corresponding checking account. Accordingly,

to secure communications between the device and an

the transaction details recorded on the check, which

external system, such securing to be performed without

include payee, amount paid, and data of the transaction,
the necessity of transmitting over a communications
are available to the banking industry, to governmental 45 link suf?cient information to enable an eavesdropper to
bodies, and possibly to other third parties to the original
itself determined the cryptographic key in use or the
transaction, creating the possibility for covert invasion
identity of the card owner.
of privacy.
It is a further object of the invention to provide a
Another disadvantage with checks is that often a
device able to selectively present a speci?c credential
merchant will refuse to accept a check from a bank

concerning its owner, without releasing other unrelated

distant from him. Such refusal is usually based upon the
dif?culty he has in ascertaining whether a check drawn

information. Another object of the invention is to pro
vide a device which will assist in the performance of a
?nancial transaction, yet secure the transactions details

on a distant bank will be honored. On the other hand, a

check has the advantage that the individual must pro
against covert inspection. A further object of the inven
vide his signature on the actual instrument, certifying 55 tion is to eliminate the possibility that the equivalent of
his approval of the unalterable transaction record.
a bad check will be offered or that a line of credit will
The use of stolen credit cards has been a substantial
be exceeded. Yet another object of the invention is to
problem. Veri?cation of credit card number validity
allow transactions to be conveniently conducted be
and current credit limits has been an inconvenient pro
tween individuals. An additional object is to provide a
cess for merchants to perform, and therefore is often
device which obviates the need for assignment of a
neglectedv Another problem with credit cards is that
universal identi?cation number to a person for use with
illegal use may be made of a credit card account if the
card number is obtained, such as may be done by re

various organizations.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
trieving discarded receipts, or merely by memorization
of the number by an onlooker. Another disadvantage 65
These and other objects of the herein disclosed inven
with credit cards is that, unlike cash or checks, ex
tion are provided for by a small, tamper resistant device
changes between individuals are dif?cult to perform via
containing electronic circuitry providing means for
credit cards.
identi?cation of the owner of the device to an external
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system and the subsequent cryptographic securing of
further communication between the device and the
external system.
The device includes circuitry for interfacing via a
communications link to external systems such as a mer

4

ured as a small, portable, card-like unit which may be
readily carried by an individual as though it were a
credit card or “credit card" calculator, as are now com

mercially available.
The card 108 is utilized to allow identi?cation of its

chant’s point-of-sale terminal or a ?nancial institution's

owner to an external system 101, such as a bank's online

online system. Additional circuitry is provided to gen

?nancial account system or a merchant’s point-of-sale

erate random values as required upon request by a cryp

system. Typically such an external system 101 requires
tographic key generator circuit. The key generator
satisfactory completion of an identi?cation process by a
circuit generates a unique temporary cryptographic O prospective user before further utilization of the system

key, ensuring that communications between the device
and external system are cryptographically protected by
the temporary one-use key. Read only and read/write
memory is provided to store data on various ?nancial
accounts of the owner and to maintain unalterable cre

dential information provided the device by suitable

by the user. The card 108 is personalized so that it may
be readily utilized by its owner to identify himself to
such an external system 101, yet may not be utilized by
another to perform the necessary identi?cation process
5 with the external system 101. In one embodiment, the

“personalization” ofa card is provided by encryption of

authorities. The devide is personalized to its owner by
certain data within the card 108 which may be de
the securing of certain data stored in the device’s mem
crypted only via use ofa secret key or ID known to the
ory by encryption to insure that only the owner may
owner of the card.
utilize that data. The data stored in the device’s memory 20
The particular design of the external system 101 is not
includes credential information data, data on various
critical to the invention, but for illustrative purposes
?nancial accounts, and cryptographic key data. En
FIG. 1 shows the external system 101 as including an
cryption/decryption circuitry is provided to secure
associated interface unit 102. The interface unit 102
communications between the device and an external
provides means for conveniently interfacing the exter
system. In one embodiment, the device may be physi 25 nal system 101 to the inventive card 108. Although
cally separable into a tamper resistant cyptographic
FIG. 1 suggests that the interface unit 102 is physically
device and a terminal device. The terminal device may
separable from the external system 101, certain external
include data display and entry circuitry, allowing con
systems 101 may include an integral interface unit. For
venient use of the inventive device by its owner.
The inventive device may include means for identi?
cation of its owner to an external system and vice versa,

or a merchant’s stand alone point-of-sale terminal may

with the resultant generation of a unique temporary
cryptographic key for use in the performance of subse

processor, but may rather record the details of transac

instance, another card may serve as an external system
not maintain an online communications link to a host

tions being performed during the course of a day for

quent transactions. These transactions may include
later batch processing. Whatever the design of the ex
making a payment to the external system from one Of his 35 ternal system 101, provision will be made for the ex

accounts, making a deposit to an account, or presenting

change of information between it and the card 108.

a credential to a third party.

The interface unit 102 of FIG. 1 includes a receptacle
111 on the interface unit 102 suitable to mechanically

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

engage the card 108 when provided by its holder. The

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of one embodiment of 40 receptacle 111 includes means for electrically connect
the inventive identi?cation and ?nancial transaction
ing the interface unit 102 to the card 108, such as electri
device showing how it may be physically and electri
cal contacts 112. Other means for creating this informa
cally connected to an external system.
tion transfer connection may include an optical connec
FIG. 2 is a process flow chart summarizing the major
tion, radio connection, inductive or capacitive connec

processing steps implemented in one embodiment of the 45 tion, etc. Of course in the case of some interconnection
inventive device to perform an identi?cation transac
tion process.
FIG. 3 is a process flow chart summarizing the major

processing steps implemented in one embodiment of the
inventive device to perform a payment transaction pro

means, such as radio or telephone, there may be no

mechanical contact between the card 108 and the inter
face unit 102. The invention should not be limited to a
particular means for bringing the card 108 into commu
nication with the external system 101 inasmuch as any

cess.

of the methods known in the industry for providing

FIG. 4 is a process flow chart summarizing the major
processing steps implemented in one embodiment of the
inventive device to perform a deposit transaction pro

such an information transfer capability would be suit
able for use in the invention. Although not illustrated in
FIG. 1, the card 108 would include corresponding con

cess.

FIG. 5 is a process flow chart summarizing the major

processing steps implemented in one embodiment ofthe
inventive device to perform a credential transaction
process.
FIG. 6 is an electronic block diagram schematic of
one embodiment of the inventive device.

55 nection means for interfacing the card 108 to the con

nection means 112 of the interface unit 102.

The embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG.
1 provides for a separable card 108 having a crypto
graphic device 103 connected to a terminal device 107.
The cryptographic device 103 is housed in a tamper
resistant package such as that formed by an epoxy pot
ting process or by plastic lamination. Such a package is
to prevent the unauthorized modi?cation, inspection, or

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
forgery of the cryptographic device 103v The crypto
The herein disclosed invention provides for a per 65 graphic device 103 may include a photograph 105 or
sonal identi?cation and transaction device 108, an em
other image of the card owner. The photograph 105 is
bodiment of which is portrayed in FIG. 1. In this em
useful to allow visual veri?cation by another that the

bodiment, the device 108, hereafter “card”, is con?g

holder of the card 108 is the owner of the card. Not

5
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visible in FIG. 1 are various processing means and stor—
age means in the card 108, discussed below.

The embodiment of FIG. 1 allows for the physical
separation of the subassemblies of the card 108 which
must be secured against forgery, tampering, or unautho

rized inspection from the other subassemblies of the
card 108, such as those providing data entry and display
capabilities, which need not be included in a tamper

resistant package. The elements of the card 108 requir
ing physical securing are collected into a cryptographic
device 103, whereas the other elements may be col
lected into a terminal device 107.

The terminal device 107 may include data entry
means, such as a keyboard 109, for accepting data from
a holder of the card 108. For instance the data entry key 5
board 108 may be utilized by a holder of the card to

6

2. Payment. This transaction, which may be pre
ceeded by an identi?cation exchange, debits an
account balance maintained in the cryptographic
device 103 and generates forgery and tamper resis
tant transaction details suitable to allow transfer of
the debited amount to another’s account.

3. Deposit. This transaction allows modi?cation by
an external system of secured data stored within
the cryptographic device 103 such as the current
balance of an account maintained by the owner of

the card with that external system.
4. Credential. This transaction provides a process by
which the owner of the card 108 may cause the

in the cryptographic device 103. In addition, the termi

card 108 to provide certain credential information
concerning the owner, such as birth date, which is
maintained in the card 108. A visual check by the
person requesting the credential with the photo
graph 105 of the device‘s authorized owner will

nal device 107 may include data display means, such as

allow a credential check of the card owner holder

enter a proported owner ID for decrypting data stored

a LED or LCD alphanumeric display panel 110, for

without the necessity for providing additional iden

presenting information to the card holder, such as a
request for the secret key known to the card owner.

ti?cation, such as his name, address, or information
on his ?nancial accounts.

Although not visible in FIG. 1, the terminal device 107
The inventive card 108 can be readily extended to
may include various electronic processing and storage
provide means for participating in numerous other in
means for providing the card holder with calculator 25 formation exchange processes, such as credit card or
capabilities, for storage and processing of data of the
other payment type transactions, in which a ?nancial
card owner, etc.

institution extends credit on an account rather than

Although it is possible for the card owner to utilize
“public” data display and/or entry devices, such as a
merchant’s point-of-sale terminal, to enter his secret ID,

immediately debits the account. In addition, once the

identi?cation process is successfully completed, the

an advantage to having the owner provide his own
terminal device 107 is that he can be better assured that

the terminal device 107 whatever data or messages are

such con?dential data as his ID will be be improperly
retained by the data entry device, or that the device will

external system and the card owner may exchange via

desired. Such may be accomplished by any of several
methods known in the industry, such as by including in
such messages or data a flag indicating that, except for

display improper information, inasmuch as he maintains 35 the necessary encryption/decryption by the crypto
control and possession over the terminal device 107.
Of course, if the owner is con?dent that a public data
entry terminal will not improperly retain or utilize data

been performed by the cryptographic device 103. In
such a mode of operation, the cryptographic device

entered into it, or display improper information, such a
terminal may be utilized without departing from the

would maintain a cryptographically secured communi
cations link between the external system 101 and the

teachings of the invention.

terminal device 107, without otherwise processing the

The inventive card 108, need not be physically sepa

graphic device 103, no further processing need be or has

information being exchanged.

rable into a cryptographic device 103 and terminal de
A more detailed discussion of embodiments of the
vice 107 inasmuch as any or all of the modules included
four major transaction processes is provided below.
in the terminal device 107 may equally be included in 45
FIG. 6 is an electrical block diagram of one embodi

the tamper resistant housing of the cryptographic de

ment of the electrical circuitry utilizable in the inven

vice 103. Although for purposes of clarity, the card 108

tive card 108.

will be referred to as having a cryptographic device 103

The cryptographic device circuitry 626 interfaces to

and terminal device 107, such terminology should not

the external system 101 via a communication link 624, as

be interpreted to limit the scope of the invention to a
two-part card 108 inasmuch as all or part of the func
tions of the terminal device 107 can be provided as part
of the external system’s interface unit 102 or they may

may be provided via the previously discussed interface
unit 102; the cryptographic device circuitry 626 also

the owner of the card 108 to an external system

to the nature of the invention inasmuch as there are

interfaces to the terminal device circuitry 627 via com
munications link 625.
be included in the tamper resistant unitary housing of
In the embodiment portrayed in FIG. 6, a central data
the cryptographic device 103.
55 and control bus 605 is utilized by various circuit mod
In one embodiment, the card 108 is con?gured to
ules of the cryptographic device 103 to provide a stan
perform four major transaction processes between an
dard means for passing data signals and control signals
external system 101 and an owner of the inventive de
between the various circuit modules of the crypto
vice 108:
graphic device 103. It may be appreciated by those
1. Identification. This transaction serves to identify
skilled in the art that such a bus structure is not critical

101, to “unlock” certain previously secured data in
numerous conventional alternatives to such a circuit
the cryptographic device 103 associated with the
organization. Additionally, of course, the circuitry of
relationship the owner maintains with the external
the inventive cryptographic device 103 may be col
system 101, and to generate a unique cryptographic 65 lected into a programmed semiconductor microproc
key usable by the external system 101 and card 108
esser device, with associated semiconductor support
for securing further communications between
devices. The capabilities of such a microprocessor may
them.
allow the basic functions of the device to be distributed

7
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in a manner different from that portrayed in FIG. 6,

8

also be applied to advantage in the generation of ran
dom values.
In order to secure information being exchanged be
tween the cryptographic device 103 and the external

depending on the particular distribution of capabilities
of the devices in the microprocessor device family.
Additionally, as is becoming more common in the in

dustry for high production consumer items, special
integrated circuitry may be readily designed to provide

system 101, encryption/decryption circuitry 608 is pro
vided. This circuitry provides means for encryption of
information by use ofa specified key for forwarding via

in hardware the desired individual functions of the card
108. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that from
the herein provided disclosure of the invention, com

the interface circuitry 606 to the external system 101.

Similarly, upon speci?cation ofthe appropriate key, the

merical semiconductor integrated circuit technology

encryption/decryption circuitry 608 may decrypt mes

would suggest numerous alternatives for actual imple

sages received via the interface circuitry 606 from the

mentation of the inventive card’s circuitry 626, 627
without departing from the teachings of the invention.
In the embodiment of the cryptographic device’s
circuitry 626 illustrated in FIG. 6, interface circuitry

external system 101. Th encryption/decryption cir
cuitry 608 may also be used to encrypt and decrypt data
stored in the secured memories 610, 611, or information
received from or transmitted to the terminal device 107.

Although the encryption/decryption circuitry 608 is

606 is provided to reformat certain data signals on the
bus 605 for transmission via communications link 624 to

shown in FIG. 6 as connecting to the bus 605, in alterna

the external system 101. Additionally, the interface
circuitry 606 reformats data signals received via the
communications link 624 from the external system 101

tive embodiments, interface circuitry 606 and encryp
tion/decryption circuitry 608 may be combined, pro—
viding for the simultaneous encryption/decryption and
formating of data signals between the bus 605 and the

as necessary to forward them via the bus 605 to the

external system 101.

control logic circuitry 604 and other circuit modules

The encryption/decryption algorithm utilized by the

connected to the bus 605. Inasmuch as any of a variety

of types of communications links 624 between the cryp
tographic device 103 and external system 101 may be
utilized, the means for interfacing the cards bus 605 to
the communications link 624 would depend upon the
speci?c nature of the communications link 624. For
instance, if the communications link 624 is via direct 30
electical contact between the interface circuitry 606 and
external system 101, such as illustrated in FIG. 1 with

inventive device 103 may be any of the well known
algorithms, such as the DES algorithm, or "trapdoor"

public key algorithms. Inasmuch as the details of the

particular cryptographic algorithm utilized by the cryp
tographic device 103 and external system 101 are not

critical to the invention, the teachings of the invention
should not be limited to use with any particular crypto

graphic algorithm.
Due to the increasing interest in providing crypto

the electrical connections 112 on the interface unit 102,
graphically secured communications, various manufac
the interface circuitry 606 may include appropriate line
turers are providing semiconductor integrated circuit
drivers and isolation elements to insure proper electrical 35
devices which perform the encryption and decryption
protection of the cryptographic device 103. If the com
of data. Such devices are widely utilized to implement
munications link 624 is optical, LED or other light
the DES algorithm, due to the federally mandated use

generating devices and photocells or other light sensing

of that algorithm. Western Digital Corporation‘s

devices may be appropriately utilized. As is well known

WDZOOl and WD2002 data encryption devices are

in the art, means for interfacing a data bus 605 and a

examples of suitable commerically available encryp

particular type of communications link 624 may be
provided via standard well known electrical circuitry,

tion/decryption circuitry 608.
As will be described in more detail below, the inven»
tive cryptographic device 103 includes means for gener

and may even be provided in a semiconductor inte

grated circuit device.
Interface circuitry 609 provides means for transmit
ting data signals via communications link 625 between
the terminal device circuitry 627 and the cryptographic
device circuitry 626. Depending on the nature of the
communications link 625, and the signal conventions
utilized with the data bus 605, standard interface cir
cuitry 609 may be provided.

ation of a temporary cryptographic key usable by the
45

encryption/decryption circuitry 608. This temporary
key is generated after the card 108 has been connected
to the external system 101, and is utilized only so long as
the card 108 remains connected. Each time the card 103
is connected to an external system 101, a new temporary

cryptographic key can be generated by the key genera
tion circuitry 623 from various parameters supplied it

In order to allow the cryptographic device 103 to
via the bus 605. Depending on the type of algorithm
vary in an unpredictable way the generation of tempo
implemented by the encryption/decryption circuitry
rary cryptographic keys, a random value generator 607
608, an appropriate key generation circuit 623 may be
is provided. This random value generator 607 may be 55 provided. For instance, in one embodiment the binary
attached to the bus 605. It provides, upon request, either
representation of the parameters to be utilized in gener
a truly random or apparently random, i.e. “pseudoran
ating a new temporary key are exclusive-ORed (also
dom”, value. Circuitry for providing such random num
known as bit wise addition modulo two) together to
ber generation capability are well known in the art. For
provide the binary representation of the new temporary
instance, a circuit utilizing a “noisy" diode may provide
key. Other embodiments encrypt a mathematical com
true random values, as is well known in the industry.
bination of the key generation parameters, with the
Random appearing values may be provided by a pseu
resulting encrypted value being utilized as the new
dorandom number generator circuit which implements
temporary key. The possible parameters able to be uti
a mathematical algorithm, such as the power-residue
lized by the generation circuit 623 are discussed in detail
algorithm, that, although deterministic, generates ap 65 below.
parently random values from a “seed” number. The use
of clocks or counters provides another often used
source of random data. Cryptographic techniques may

The cryptographic device 103 also includes means
for storage and retrieval of various data 610. 611. Cer
tain data utilized by the card 108 need only be read.

9
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never being modi?ed during use of the card. Such
means for storage retrieval are most appropriately im
plemented with one or more read only memory (ROM)
devices 610, as are widely available in the industry. The
data stored in the ROM memory 610 may include cre

10

the control logic circuitry 604 may be implemented by
the widely known techniques involving a control store

and associated logic circuitry.
The control logic circuitry 604 may be divided into
several major circuit modules. Message control logic

dential information, discussed below, which may be

612 provides the general coordination of data and con
trol signals on the bus 605 between the various previ
agency, for use to substantiate that the card owner has
ously described circuit modules. After the crypto
certain privileges, for instance that he or she is permit
graphic device 103 is linked to an external system 101,
ted to buy alcoholic beverages. Such credential infor O the message control logic 612 determines from informa
provided by some authority, such as a governmental

mation could be stored in the ROM memory 610 by the

appropriate authority, thereby preventing its alteration.

tion received from either the external system 101 or
terminal device 107 the type of transaction desired to be

Other data stored in the cryptographic device 103
would be capable of modi?cation. For such classes of

performed by the card holder.
It is anticipated that four major classes of transaction

data a read/write memory device 611, such as is com

may be performed by the inventive card 103. These may
include, as previously discussed, identi?cation transac
tions, payment transactions, deposit transactions, or

monly available in the industry in RAM integrated
circuit devices is provided to allow storage and re
trieval of the data.
For maximum security of the data stored in the pro

credential transactions. Other transactions may be

readily implemented in the control logic circuitry 604.
vided memory devices 610, 611, the data is preferably 20 However for purposes of detailed discussion, the circuit
stored in encrypted form. Unless a holder of the card
embodiment illustrated in FIG. 6 portrays the control
could provide the necessary decryption key, such data
logic circuitry 604 as comprising identi?cation transac
maintained in the memory devices 610, 611 would be
tion control logic 614, payment transaction control
secure against unauthorized inspection or utilization. In
logic 615, deposit transaction control logic 616, and
one embodiment of the cryptographic device 103, the 25 credential transaction control logic 617. Other transac
card owner has a secret ID which, when provided to
tion control logic may be included in the control logic
the cryptographic device 103, may be used by the en
circuitry 604 as necessary to implement other transac
cryption/ decryption circuitry 608 to decrypt data
tion processes,
stored in the memories 610, 611. This is one way the
Although the control logic circuitry 604 may be de
card 108 can be “personalized” so that only its proper
scribed in terms of detailed hardware schematics, the
owner may use it. Another way the card 108 may be

control functions are best illustrated by use of process

personalized is to store the owner ID in the provided

flow charts. Detailed description of the transaction

memory devices 610, 611, and con?gure the control

processes and associated control logic functions are
logic 604 to compare an entered ID with the stored ID.
described below for each of the four major transaction
If they do not match, the control logic 604 may refuse 35 processes.
to accept another entry for a period of time.
The capabilities of the terminal device 107 may be
An alternate approach is to have the memory devices
implemented as part of the cryptographic device 103 if
601, 611 store an encrypted constant (such as all zeros),
desired. However, as mentioned earlier, the functions of

using the ID as the decryption key. A purported ID

the terminal device 107—-i.e., storage of data which
would be used to decrypt this stored data, and would be 40 need not be secured from the user, the performance of
recognized as correct if it yielded the original constant.
general processing functions, and the ability to display
An advantage to this approach is that if the card were to
data to or accept data from the card holder-need not
fall into the wrong hands, and the contents of memories
be implemented in the cryptographic device 103. If
610, 611 were to become known, the ID would not be
these functions are implemented in a separate terminal
directly revealed. But if the ID is short, it might be 45 device 107, then it may be desirable for the personal
guessed, and the guess veri?ed by using it to perform
terminal to be permanently personalized to the crypto
the decryption and checking for the constant. Of course
graphic device 103 or user so as to discourage the nui
use of the ID to encrypt other data that has some struc
sance that may be caused by a market for stolen per
ture that can be recognized has the same problem.
sonal terminal devices 107.
A solution to this problem that may be used with at 50
Such considerations may be relevant since it is antici
least some of the possible plurality of owner ID’s is to
pated that users may have a plurality of terminal devices
encrypt only data with no recognizeable structure, such
107 for use on various occasions, some of which may be
as key data or data that can only be decrypted with keys
portable, and some of which may be shared.
that are not present in the memories 610, 611. If certain
If implemented in a separate terminal device 107,
data should be available only upon authorization of a 55 corresponding interface circuitry 621 would be pro
particular external system, in addition to encrytion of
vided in the terminal 107 to allow maintenance of the
that data via the owner ID, it may be again encrypted
communications link 625 between the cryptographic
(i.e., a double encryption) with a secret key that the
device 103 and terminal device 107. A suitable proces
external system supplies as necessary to retrieve or
sor device 620 would be provided to perform the de

modify such data.

sired information storage and processing functions.

Also connected to the bus 605 is a control logic cir
cuitry 604 which coordinates and controls the various
other circuit modules as necessary to implement certain

Suitable means for entry of data by the holder, e.g. a

transaction processes, as discussed below. As may be

keyboard 109, may be provided in the terminal device
107. Additionally if it is desired to display certain infor
mation to the holder, for example identi?cation data

understood by those skilled in the art, such control logic 65 from an external system 101 or the details concerning a
circuitry 604 may be implemented as hardwired digital
particular transaction, a means for display of data, such

logic incorporating for example NAND gate devices,
timer devices, counters, ?ip-?ops, etc. Alternatively,

as an LED or LCD display panel 110 would be pro
vided. Means for storage of data 619 may also be pro
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vided. Such means could be provided by any of the

that even the information obtained by an eavesdropper
widely available memory integrated circuit devices 619
cannot be used to check a guessed ID.
It is desirable but not essential that a unique key be
or such other storage means available in the industry.
generated each time an identi?cation transaction is per—
While it may be possible to incorporate functions that
need not be secured from the user into the crypto LII formed so that a card 103 which is stolen while it is in

graphic device 103 as has been mentioned, it is also
possible for some data that is stored in the terminal
device to be in encrypted form, and thereby resist tam

secured communication mode contains only this tempo
rary key in unencrypted form.

pering by the user.

cryptographic device 103 having control circuitry im

In one embodiment such properties are provided by a
IO plementing an identi?cation process in which both the

The Identi?cation Transaction Process
The identi?cation transaction process allows an ex

ternal system 101 to identify a person seeking to com

municate with it who holds a card 108 personalized to
him. Prior art identi?cation processes have often been
based on the assignment of a “universal” identi?cation

external system and cryptographic device 103 indepen
dently generate random values, which are then ex~
changed and used to generate a temporary crypto
graphic key for use in that one series of information

exchanges. Upon disconnection of the card 108 from
the interface unit receptacle 111, the temporary key is

number, such as a social security number or driver’s

discarded. Of course similar immunity to playbacks

license number, to each person. The number is then
widely used for identi?cation of the person. One practi
cal problem with such a process is that an external sys

could be created, without the use or advantages of a

tem who receives such a universal identi?cation number
during the course of one transaction could then use it to

impersonate the person to others. Another problem
with such universal identi?cation numbers used in the
prior art is that it becomes easy to trace the movements
and transactions of an individual.

One solution to these problems is for the inventive
cryptographic device 103 to store in a secured manner
a plurality of numbers, each one designating to an asso
ciated external system the owner of the card or an ac

count he maintains with the external system. It will be
convenient to call such a number a Personal Authenti

temporary key. For example, using the random values
as non-secret parameters to the cryptosystem (such as

the initial ?ll of the cipher feedback mode of the DES)
or as plaintext in a chaining arrangement. The crypto
graphic device 103 includes a random value generator

607, which may generate pseudorandom numbers by
25 utilization ofa counter, real-time clock, or any pseudo‘

random number generation algorithm known in the art;
alternatively it may generate true random numbers via a

noisy diode circuit or any such similar technique. Al
though it is not essential that the random value be hard
to predict, the use of such values has several advan

tages, such as not unnecessarily revealing information
to the external system about the cards 108 use history,

or simplifying key generation and data exchangers re

cation Number or PAN.
quirred to detect playback attempts.
Utilization of a different PAN for each such external 35
The identi?cation transaction has a wide variety of
system or account does not avoid all of the problems
uses. For example, it might be used to allow the card
inherent in universal identi?cation numbers. For in
owner to gain entry to some protected container or area
stance, if the communication link 624 between the cryp
by means of an automated unlocking device and an

tographic device 102 and a particular external system
101 is monitored by a third party, the eavesdropper
could determine the PAN used by an individual to iden
tify himself to that particular external system, and could
later use the PAN to impersonate the individual to the

external system that controls it, both within the pro
tected space. Such an external system might have means
to destroy the system key in case of forced entry so that

although the legitimate user could gain access by using

the PAN; he would be altered because the identi?cation
same external system. The inventive cryptographic
process could not be completed. Another use would be
device 103 solves this problem by providing an identi? 45 for activating or deactivating an alarm mechanism. Still
cation process wherein both the cryptographic device
other uses relate to the need for individuals to identify
103 and the external system 101 utilize secret informa
themselves for medical, law enforcement or other legal
tion which is never transmitted over a communications

purposes. Yet other uses are related to the need for

link between them during an identi?cation process.
authorization over the phone or other remote authoriza~
Further, the inventive identi?cation process has the 50 tions such as an individual might wish to make to some
important property that neither the external system 101
organization within which he has some relationship.
nor cryptographic device 103 can be replaced by a
Still other uses are related to the general need to enter
playback of a previous transaction without being de
into cryptographically secured communications.
tected by the other. In addition, the inventive identi?ca
FIG. 2 diagrammatically portrays an identi?cation
tion process provides the ability for an external system 55 transaction process implemented in one embodiment of
to privately transmit a new PAN in encrypted form to

the card 103 each time the old one is used, thereby
making it impossible for an eavesdropper on the com
munication link 624 to determine a valid PAN, or to
trace the movement of a particular individual.
It may also be desirable, as mentioned earlier, to use
an owner ID to encrypt only data whose structure is

the control circuitry 604 of the cryptographic device
103. In the left hand column are the processes primarily

performed by the external system 101, whereas in the
right hand column are processes primarily performed
by the card 108, particularly the cryptographic device
103, under control of the identi?cation transaction con~

unrecognizable, such as key data. This can readily be

trol logic 614.
After the external system 101 and cryptographic

achieved in the identi?cation transaction by using the

device 103 have established a communications link 624

ID only to encrypt the aforementioned secret informa 65 between them, the external system 101, as indicated in
tion that the card 108 and the external ‘system 101 have
process block 201, may generate “challenge‘ data.
in common. A further re?nement allows this secret

which will be used by the external system 101 to ensure

information to be changed each time after it is used, so

that the identi?cation process is uniquely different from
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other identi?cation transactions in which it has partici
pated. This property allows the external system 101 to
be assured that the card 108 is not merely "playing
back" an earlier identi?cation transaction. As previ
ously discussed in conjunction with the random value

14

tem key associated with the external system maintained
in the secured memories 610, 611 of the cryptographic
device 103. The external system data stored in the cryp
tographic device 103 is preferably maintained in an
encrypted form so that unless the owner ID is available
to the cryptographic device 103, a third part may not

generator circuit 607, such challenge data may be
formed by the external system 101 by utilization of any

access or recover the encrypted data.

of a variety of circuits well known in the art.
As indicated in process block 206 of FIG. 2, the ran
Associated with each external system 101 is a system
dom value generator 607 generates an apparently ran
ID, which is publicly known and serves to identify the O dom value, muck like the external system 101 did in
external syystem to the cryptographic device 103 and
preparing the challenge data. This random value is
card owner. The manner in which system IDs are as

encrypted by the encryption/decryption circuitry 608

signed to external systems is not important to the inven
tion, and it is assumed that various organizations such as
?nancial institutions may mutually agree on a unique

via the system key, as indicated in process block 207.

Although this encryption is not essential, it has the
advantage of increasing the amount of secret informa

assignment of system ID‘s to external systems. As indi
tion that the card 108 and external system 101 have in
cated in process block 202, the external system 101 then
common and can use in the subsequent generation of
provides the cryptographic device 103, via the commu
new keys. As discussed below, the random value will be
nications link 624, its system ID and the challenge data
utilized by the key generation circuitry 623 to generate
which it has generated for use with this particular iden 20 a new temporary cryptographic key which will be used
ti?cation transaction.
to secure communications between the external system
As indicated in process block 203 and 204, the crypto
101 and cryptographic device 103. After generating the
graphic device 103 may prevent to its holder the system
random value and encrypting it by use of the system
ID provided it or other equivalent information in order
key, the interface circuitry 606 reformats it as necessary
to allow the holder to verify that he is identifying him 25 and forwards it to the external system 101 via the com~
self to the desired external system. If the holder decides
munications link 624 along with the PAN that the exter
to authorize continuation of the identi?cation process,
nal system had previously assigned to the card owner or
he must provide to the cryptographic device 103 the
his account, as described in process block 208.

Upon receiving this information, the external system

secret owner ID.

The card 108 may provide the system ID to its holder
by any one of a variety of means, such as forwarding the
information to the terminal device 107 which has data

101 may determine the secret system key associated

with that PAN, and thereby decrypt the random value
received from the cryptographic device 103 (process
block 209).

display capability. Alternatively, such data display ca
pability may be incorporated into the tamper resistant
As indicated in process blocks 210 and 212, the exter
housing of the cryptographic device 103.
35 nal system 101 and the key generation circuitry 623 of
The cryptographic device 103 maintains in encrypted
the cryptographic device 103 then generate a new tem
form certain data which is keyed to the external system
porary cryptographic key unique to this identi?cation
ID. This data may include the PAN, which had been
process. The key is generated by a previously agreed
earlier assigned by the external system to the owner of
the card and is stored in the card. The PAN provides a

upon algorithm from data known to both the external
system 101 and the key generation circuitry 623 of the

means for uniquely identifying the card owner or his
associated account to the external system 101. Also
stored in the cryptographic device 103 is a secret exter

challenge (originally generated by the external system

nal system cyptographic key, known to the external
system and accessible by it from its internal data via the
PAN. The system key need never be transmitted across

cryptographic device 103. This data may include the

and unique to this identi?cation process), the system
key, and/or the random value originally generated in
45

the cryptographic device 103. In order to insure that the

to it. This insures that an eavesdropper will be unable to

resultant key is unique to the identi?cation process,
either the challenge or random value should be incorpo
rated as a parameter in the key generation algorithm.
Optimally, both may be utilized in generating the cryp

ascertain the system key by monitoring the communica

tographic key.

tions link 624.

There are numerous well known methods for gener
ating a new cryptographic key for use with a particular

the communications link 624 since both the cyproto
graphic device 013 and external system 101 have access

The external system cyrptographic key is preferably

unique to each external system, and for maximum secu
encryption/decryption algorithm. Where, as here sev
rity, the external system would determine a different
eral parameters may be incorporated into the key gener
system key for each PAN. In fact if an external system 55 ation algorithm, a simple exclusive-ORing of the binary
were to form PAN by encrypting the desired system
representations of the parameter values may be used to
key (along with possibly some other data) with a master
compress them to a size suitable for use in whatever key
key, the external system could recover the system key
generation algorithm is utilized.
corresponding to a PAN submitted to it simply by de
As mentioned earlier, it may sometimes be desirable
crypting the PAN with the master key. The system key
to change the system key at this point. This new key
could be stored in the cryptographic device 103 upon
may be generated independently by the card 108 and
the opening of a new accound with the external system
the external system 101 in much the same way as the
101.
temporary key was generated. Alternatively, of course,
As indicated in process block 205, once the crypto
one of either the card 108 or external system 101 might
graphic device 103 has obtained the card owner’s au 65 generate the new key and supply it in encrypted form to
thorization to complete the identi?cation process and
the other.
his secret owner ID, the owner ID is used by the en

After operation of the temporary cryptographic key

cryption/decryption circuitry 608 to decrypt the sys

by both the external system 101 and cryptographic
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device 103, they each enter into a “secured communica
tions” mode 211, 213. Further communications between

the external system 101 and cryptographic device 103
are encrypted by the transmitter utilizing the temporary

key and decrypted by the receiver.
Of couse, both the external system and card must

have previously agreed upon a particular cryptographic
algorithm for use with the generated temporary key.
Upon entering the second communications mode, the
cryptographic device 103 and external system 101 may
exchange some information (encrypted now of cource
since all communications are secured) to allow each to

determine that the other has generated the appropriate
temporary key, and is not an impostor or playback.
Such exchanges may be unnecessary when substantial
amounts of information that contain redundancy which
is checked for are exchanged once communications
become secured. But in cases where no information will
be exchanged, such as in the typical identi?cations of an
individual to an access control device, the exchanges
discussed below are desirable. Also new PAN may be

transmitted at this time to provide greater protection
from eavesdropping as mentioned earlier. An additional
function that may be performmed is the transmission of

16
The Payment Transaction Process

Another transaction process which may be provided
by the card 108 is one in which a payment from a ?nan
cial account of the cards owner may be made to an

other. Such a payment may be accomplished by the
exchange of information between the card 108 and an
external system 101 such as a merchant or another card
108. The card may be utilized as part of a system that

requires a merchant, before completing a payment
transaction, to communicate with other entities (e.g..
?nancial institutions or credit agencies) for approval of
the transaction. Alternatively, the card 108 may be
utilized in a stand alone system which, by its design,
5 does not require a merchant to receive approval of the

transaction. A system which does not require third
party approval, however, can easily be adapted to use

third party approval, and has several advantages.
Transactions are less costly to perform; therefore such a
system is better suited for use with small transactions.
Additionally such systems are more convenient for
inter-individual transactions, and more robust in the
face of a failure of a remote approval system.

In such a stand along system, the cryptographic de
a key from the external system 101 to the card 108 that 25 vice 103 will provide the external system 101 with infor~

in combination with the ID will allow the card to access

mation, which will be referred to as a check. that will

data stored in its memories 610, 611, 619.
The cryptographic device 103 may return the chal
lenge to the external system 101, as indicated in process

allow the external system to receive payment from the
?nancial institution maintaining the account to be deb~
ited.

block 214. Upon receiving the returned challenge, the
external system compares it to that originally transmit

A check may be as simple as an individual‘s account

number and amount to be paid. Such a check format has

ted to the card, as noted in process block 215. This
many ofthe problems of the prior art. An improvement
comparison permits the external system to verify that
would be to use a unique number for each check. This
the cryptographic device 103 has properly generated
would eliminate the possibility that the external system
the temporary cryptographic key, and that it is not 35 could make additional undetected fradulent transactions
merely playing back a previously monitored identi?ca
using the number, or that it could identify the individual

tion transaction.
As indicated in process block 216, the external system
101 may transmit to the cryptographic device 103 the

original random value supplied it by the cryptographic

making payment. Of course such a check number must
be constructed so that it is dif?cult to derive additional

check numbers from it.
During a payment transaction the external system 101

device 103 (as shown in process block 208) and also a
new PAN. Upon receiving these items the crypto
graphic device 103 will check that the correct random

may provide the cryptographic device 103 additional

developed without departing from the spirit of the in
vention. For instance, the temporary cryptographic key

stored in the card 108 for later use.

particular temporary cryptographic key would be the

supply them to the card 108 by, for example. including

result of a series of earlier key generation processes.

them in some message.

information. In addition to the amount to be paid, this

information might include such things as a description
value was returned, as noted in process block 217. Once
ofthe items being bought, information that constitutes a
this check has been satis?ed, the cryptographic device 45 receipt for payment, and some identi?cation of the
103 will change the PAN recorded in the secured mem
payee. Such additional information will be referred to
ory 611 to the new PAN as indicated in process block
as the description portion of a check.
218. The identi?cation process is now complete.
Check numbers may be formed by combining the
Further ?nancial transactions and information ex
bank’s number, the checking account number. and the
changes may now be performed between the external
serial number for the check in any ordinary way. An
system 101 and the cryptographic device 103 via the
other approach would be for the bank maintaining an
secured communications link 624, as indicated in pro
account to encrypt the account number and check serial
cess block 219 and 220. Subsequent transactions may
numbers with a cryptographic key it never divulges and
include the payment, deposit, and credential transaction
then forward the encrypted numbers to a clearinghouse,
processes to be discussed in more detail below.
55 which would combine them with the bank number and
Numerous variations and rearrangements of the
encrypt this combination using a key that it never divul»
teachings of this inventive identi?cation process may be
ges. The doubly encrypted numbers could then be
Such a doubly encrypted check number would reveal
generated in process block 210 and 212, may be main 60 nothing to anyone except the clearinghouse, which may
tained by the external system 101 and cryptographic
decrypt it, and forward the result to the appropriate
device 103 for subsequent use as a key generation pa
bank. Upon receiving such a number the bank could
rameter in the next identi?cation process to form the
decrypt it and determine the account and serial number
new temporary cryptographic key for that subsequent
involved.
identi?cation process. Such a variation would serve to 65
Another approach would be for the bank to encrypt
complicate the key generation process inasmuch as a
the check numbers individually, using its secret key. and
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FIG. 3 is a process ?ow chart of one implementation

embarrassed due to a temporary or accidential over

ofa payment transaction process able to be provided by

drawing of a particular ?nancial account.
After debiting of the account balance, the new bal

the inventive card 108. First an external system 101,
such as a merchant's point-of-sale terminal, and the
inventive card 108 are brought into communication

cated in process block 301, provides the cryptographic

ance is encrypted by the encryption/decryption cir
cuitry 608 and stored in the read/write memory device
611 of the cryptographic device 103.
As indicated in process block 307, the cryptographic

with each other. Then the external system 101, as indi
device 103 with a description of the transaction to be

device 103 may then send the external system 101, via

performed, including the amount of payment required.
The card 108, after receiving this information, presents

. .1 0 the check number assigned to the payment transaction.

it to its holder, as indicated in process block 302, to
allow the holder to verify the nature of the transaction
to be performed, and to authorize the transaction.

This information may be suf?cient to allow an authori
zation decision to be made by an online system.
Ifthe card owner wishes to insure that the transaction

If the holder approves of the transaction, the card

description provided by the external system 101 remains

then obtains from the holder the secret owner ID and a

con?dential, it may be encrypted via a secret personal

the interface circuitry 606, the amount of payment and

designation of the account to be debited, as indicated in
process block 303. For instance, the card 108 may main

key. This personal key may be stored in encrypted form
in the memories 610, 611 of the cryptographic device
103, and may be decrypted only upon obtaining the

tain information on accounts with several ?nancial insti
tutions, and the card owner may select the appropriate
account from which payment should be made.
After obtaining the account designation and owner

cial institution maintaining the account being debited,
clearinghouses processing the payment transaction, nor

ID, the cryptographic device 103 obtains the check

any other third party need have access to the card own

owner ID. Inasmuch as neither the merchant, the ?nan

number to be assigned to the transaction, as indicated in
er’s personal key, any information encrypted via use of
process block 304. As discussed earlier, the check num
this key will be able to be decrypted only by one having
bers may be provided by the card owner as required, or 25 access to the card and to the owner ID (process block
a list of check numbers for each account may be main
308). Of course, copies or parts of the personal key may
tained in any of the memories 610, 611, 619 of the card
be distributed to trusted agents to allow its reconstruc
108 for use as required.
tion after loss or destruction of the card 108. Accord
For each account which may be debited as a result of

ingly, to insure privacy of the description of the transac
tion, the description may be encrypted via this personal

a payment transaction, the card 108 maintains certain
data. This data includes an account designation which

key.

was speci?ed by the card owner as indicated in process
block 303. The account data also inclues a con?dential

As indicated in process block 309, the cryptographic
device 103 may provide the amount to be debited,

account key, originally provided by the ?nancial insti

check number, and encrypted description, all three

tution maintaining the particular account, and the cur
rent balance of the account. As previously mentioned,
in addition to this information, the data concerning a

items encrypted by the account key, to the external
system 101. This information will allow the ?nancial
institution maintaining the account, to decrypt the

checking account may also include a list of check num
ber for use in the payment transaction. This account

check and the amount to be debited, and process the
transactions. The ?nancial institution may maintain the
data is retrievable by the account designation, and is
check description in encrypted form for the card own
stored with the possible exception of the check numbers
er’s later reference.
and balances, in encrypted form in the secured memo
After receiving the information indicated in process
ries 610, 611 of the cryptographic device 103. In order
blocks 307 and 309, from the cryptographic device 103,
to decrypt encrypted account information, it must be
the external system 101, as indicated in process block
decrypted by the secret owner ID. As previously men 45 310, may forward it to a central clearinghouse for cred
tioned, since the account data is preferably stored in
iting to its account. As previously discussed, from the
encrypted form, in the event that a third party obtains
check number the clearinghouse may determine the
the card 108 and is able to inspect the contents of the
?nancial institution maintaining the account to be deb
cryptographic device’s memories 610, 611, the account
ited, and forward the information to it for ?nal process

data would be protected from unauthorized inspection 50
unless the owner ID were available to the third party.

The Deposit Transaction Process

Accordingly, as indicated in process block 305, after
obtaining the owner ID and a designation of the ac
count to be debited, the account data is decrypted by

the encryption/decryption circuitry 608 by use of the
owner ID, making available the account key and ac
count balance. The account balance is then decreased

by the amount originally stated by the external system
101, as indicated in process block 306. If the account
balance becomes negative, and the account is not a

credit type account in which the ?nancial institution
maintaining the account is willing to extend credit to
the holder when the account is overdrawn, the payment
transaction is terminated at that point.

ing.
The deposit transaction process allows an owner of
the inventive card 108 to have the current balance of a

55

particular account maintained by the card 108 increased

by the appropriate ?nancial institution, allowing contin
ued payments transactions to be made by the card
owner. Typically this transaction will be performed in
the secured communications mode which may be en

tered into by an external system 101 and cryptographic
device 103 during an identi?cation transaction. This
secured communication mode insures that the informa
tion exchanged between the external system 101 and

cryptographic device 103 during a deposit transaction

In one embodiment, when a payment transaction 65 will be secured against possible eavesdroppers. Unlike
attempts to overdraw an account, the card owner is so
the payments transaction in which the external system
informed, allowing him to designate an alternative ac
101 would generally be a merchant or other card 108,
count for debiting. In this manner, the card owner is not
the external system 101 participating in a deposit trans
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action will typically be the ?nancial institution which

20

data that can allow the card 108 itself to be authenti
cated, such as that disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,636.618.

maintains the card owner’s account whose balance is to

be modi?ed.
As indicated in process block 401 ofFIG. 4, the exter

One disadvantage with present document credentials
such as a passport or driver’s license. is that they usually
contain information beyond that necessary to authenti
cate the credential. For instance, when a driver's license
is submitted to a merchant to establish birth data, the

nal system 101, Le, the ?nancial institution maintaining
the account to which a deposit is to be made, forwards
via communication link 624 to the cryptographic device
103 the appropriate account number, amount to be de
posited, and a deposit number and second copy of the
amount, which have both been encrypted via the appro

name and address of the credential owner, as well as
personal data such as whether he must wear corrective

lenses is provided to the merchant. The credential trans
action process of the inventive card 108 allows for se

priate account key.
As previously discussed in the context of other trans
action processes, the personal terminal 107 is a suitable
means for presenting the authority ID and credential
type to the card owner and for allowing entry of the

lective and limited presentation of credential informa
tion by the card owner.
FIG. Sis a process flow chart summarizing the major

processing steps which may be implemented by the

owner ID.

After obtaining this information, the card 108 pres
ents (via the terminal device 107 or other such data
display device) the details of the transaction to the card
holder for his authorization, and receives, as indicated 20
in process block 402, the secret owner ID. As previ

ously discussed, after the cryptographic device 103

control logic 617 of the card 108. In this process flow
chart it is assumed that the card 108 has been provided
credential information at an earlier time by the appro

priate issuing authority.
The credential information may be stored in the unse

cured memory 619 of the personal terminal 107. If
stored in the personal terminal's memory 619, it would
be stored in encrypted forms. Typically, it would be

obtains the owner ID, it may decrypt the account data
maintained in its memories 610, 611, as indicated in
process block 403. This data includes the account key, 25 encrypted via an authority key originally supplied the
cryptographic device 103 by the issuing authority. This
current account balance, and an expected deposit num

ber. By use of the account key, the encrypted deposit

authority key would be accessible from the memories

number and amount, as received from the external sys
tem 101 in process block 401, are decrypted and com

propriate authority ID is speci?ed.

pared against the expected deposit number and unen
crypted amount, as indicated in process block 404. If the

expected deposit number does not correspond to the

610, 611 of the cryptographic device 103 when an ap
30

As indicated in process block 501 of FIG. 5, the exter~

nal system 101 desiring receipt of the credential infor
mation will provide the cryptographic device 103 the

ID of the issuing authority and a speci?cation as to the
type of credential desired. The cryptographic device's
the deposit transaction is terminated inasmuch as the
records of the card 108 and the external system 101 do 35 control logic 604, upon recognizing that credential
information is to be provided the external system 101,
not correspond, or a possible fraud attempt is indicated.
presents the details of the transaction to the card owner,
Assuming a match between the expected deposit
as indicated in process block 502. It is expected that the
number and received deposit number and the amounts,
card owner will require the authority ID and credential
the deposit number is incremented and encrypted by the
encryption/decryption circuitry 608. It is then stored in 40 type in order to determine exactly which credential he
is being required to submit. If the card owner desires to
the read/write memory 611 as the expected deposit
authorize the submission of the desired credential to the
number to be supplied by the external system 101 in the
external system 101, he provides the cryptograhic de—
next deposit transaction concerning that account. Addi
vice 103 with the secret owner ID, as indicated in pro
tionally, as indicated in process block 405, the account
one received or the two amounts are not identical, then

balance is increased by the amount speci?ed by the 45 cess block 503.
As previously discussed in the context of other trans
external system 101 in process block 401, and the new
action processes, the personal terminal 107 is a suitable
account balance is stored in the read/write memory
means for presenting the authority ID and credential
611. As indicated in process block 406, the new account
type to the card owner and for allowing entry of the
balance is then forwarded to the external system 101 for
veri?cation. The external system 101 stores this new 50 owner ID.
The cryptographic device 103, upon obtaining the
account balance in its associated file for the account, as
authority owner ID, decrypts the authority data stored
indicated in process block 407.
in the memories 610, 611 of the cryptographic device
The net effect of this transaction is to provide an
103, as indicated in process block 504. This data would
increased account balance in the records maintained by
the card, allowing the card owner to perform additional 55 include the credential information which has been re
payment transactions.
quested to be supplied to the external system 101. In
another embodiment, as mentioned above, the creden
The Credential Transaction Process
tial information may be stored in the memory device
The credential transaction process is used by a card
619 of the personal terminal 107. However, before stor
owner to present certain credential type data concern
age, it would be encrypted via a secret authority key
ing himself to another. Examples of such data can be
previously supplied the cryptographic device 103 by
found in the automation of various prior art documents
the issuing authority. In such an embodiment the per
such as birth certi?cates, drivers licenses, passports,
sonal terminal 107 would supply the cryptographic
social security cards, check guarantee cards, insurance
device 103 with the encrypted credential information.
cards, membership cards, passes, and tickets of all sorts. 65 Then the cryptographic device 103 would obtain the
Further examples include data that can be used to iden
associated authority key from its memories 610, 611 and
tify an individual such as ?ngerprint data, and speech or
decrypt the credential information received from the

handwriting recognition data. An additional example is

personal terminal 107.
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As indicated in process block 505, the cryptographic
device 103 then provides the selected credential to the
external system 101. The external system 101 then de
termines whether the supplied credential is the desired
credential, as indicated in process block 506. In addi

tion, the external system may wish to determine that the

22

IDs, and the public key corresponding to a particular
private key may be dif?cult to find, what is needed is a
way to derive a given private key from an arbitrarily
chosen owner ID.

An example of a simple but effective way to achieve
this result is for the desired owner ID to be exclusive

owner of the card 108 is the one actually holding the

ORed with the desired private key, and for the resulting

card 108 at the time the credential information was

string of bits to be saved in the cryptographic device

submitted to the external system 101. As indicated in

read/write memory 611. When the owner ID is pro

process block 507, this may be done by comparing the
photograph 105—which is included in and is visible

vided to the cryptographic device 103 during some
transaction it is exclusive-ORed with this saved string of
bits, and the result is the private key that can be used to

through the tamper resistant housing of the crypto
graphic device 103—with the card holder.

Public Key Cryptography
The DES algorithm is well suited for use in the inven
tive card 108 inasmuch as a key used to encrypt data via
the algorithm may also be used to decrypt the en

decrypt other data. The saved data leaves no clue as to

the owner ID, or private key. A similar approach may
also be used with the DES algorithm to allow an owner
ID to be changed without reencrypting all the data

encrypted using the owner ID.
The ?nal use made of the DES involved the genera

crypted data. Other cryptographic algorithms may not

tion of temporary keys and new system keys in the
have this property, yet they are equally suitable for use 20 identi?cation transaction. In a public key scheme, all
in the card 108. As an illustration ofthis, the following
that would have to be generated is a new private key for
comments on the “trap door" public key algorithm
the ?rst part of the temporary (system) key used by the
disclosed by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman in “A
card 108, and a corresponding public key to be used for
Method for Obtaining Digital Signatures and Public
the second part of the external system’s temporary (sys
Key Cryptosystems," Communications of the Association 25 tem) key. The external system's public key could safely
for Computing Machinery, Volume 21, number 2, Febru
be used as the second part of the temporary (system)
ary 1978, pages 120-126 will illustrate the suitability of
key by the card 108; the corresponding private key
such an algorithm in the card.
could safely be used as the ?rst part of the temporary

In public key algorithms, a pair of associated keys is

(system) key by the external system 101. The necessary

derived from a suitable randomly generated number 30 keys could be obtained for example by the card 108 and
known as a seed. One member of the pair is called the
the external system 101 each generating the same pair of
public key, and can usually be made known to anyone
keys (process blocks 210 and 212) and then each dis
who cares to know it. The other member of the pair of
carding the member of the pair that they have no use
keys is called the private key, and it is kept con?dential.
for.
The two keys are said to correspond to one another, and 35
The use of public key algorithms has a number of
they are inverses of one another in the sense that data
advantages. Whereas if the DES algorithm is used and
encrypted using one can only be decrypted by using the
a third party determines the plaintext contained in the
other.
secured memories 610, 611, he could forge credentials
Every system key, authority key, and account key
and deposit transactions. Similarly, if someone breached
may be composed of two parts. The ?rst part will be a
the security of an external system’s ?les then he could

private key that is unique to the particular crypto
graphic device 103. The associated public key will be

use this information to impersonate any card owner to

included in a PAN or will otherwise be made accessible

the public key algorithm. Public key cryptography can
also be used to extend the possible applications where,

the external system. Such abuses are not possible with

to the external system. The second part of each of these
keys will be the public key of the external system, au 45 as mentioned earlier, the data encrypted using an ID is
thority, or account. Many cards may share these same
unrecognizable for purposes of checking a guessed ID.

public keys, but only the external system will have the
corresponding private key. It is well known in the art
how such a two part key is used to encrypt and to‘de
crypt data. Some data is encrypted or decrypted by ?rst

For example, if the public key is not otherwise generally
available, and only the private key is encrypted with a
particular ID, then various other data may safely be

applying the public key algorithm using the ?rst part of

contained in the memories 610, 611, 619 or otherwise
made available, provided it is ?rst combined with un

the key, and then applying the algorithm on the result
using the second part of the key.
The personal key may also be divided into two parts.

private key.

predictable random data and then encrypted using the

Another advantage of the public key algorithm is that

Both parts would be derived from the same seed, so that 55 it provides so called digital signatures or third party

they would be inverses of each other. Only the ?rst part

of the personal key is used with the public key algo

authentication. Such information is “signed” by en
crypting it with a private key. Anyone can check the

rithm while encrypting data. Such data would be de

signature by decrypting with the corresponding public

crypted (in the case of examining descriptions retained
by a ?nancial institution) by using the second part ofthe

key and checking for some suitable redundance such as

personal key.

the information exchanged between an external system
and a cryptographic device in the secured communica

The DES algorithm may be used to decrypt keys
stored in the cryptographic device 103, using the owner

parity bits. When the public key algorithm is used, all

ID as a key. The same function can be performed using

tions mode are “signed” by the originator, in that the
information has been encrypted with the originator’s

public key algorithms. The keys would be encrypted by

65 private key. If the recipient were to retain a copy of

using the public key of a pair, and the owner ID would
be used to derive the private key that would allow their

knowing the public key of the information’s originator

decryption. Since users may wish to choose their owner

to verify the signature and thus authenticate the mes

such encrypted information, it could allow anyone
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sage. This might be useful in the case where someone

24

transmitting information and having data processing
means, comprising:

denies having sent a particular message.
Digital signatures can also be used to limit the kinds

(a) a terminal device comprising:
(1) a display means for selectively displaying infor

of abuses that could be caused by an altered or counter

feit cryptographic device. If a cryptographic device UI
supplies someone with a credential that bears the digital

mation to the operator;

(2) keyboard data entry means for entering transac
tion information from the operator;

signature of the authority that originally issued the
credential, then the requestor can check the signature
and be assured that the credential was really created by
that particular authority, even if the requestor does not

(3) a personal ID device interface means for cou‘

pling the terminal device to a personal ID de

vice, said interface means having receiving and
transmitting means for transferring information
between the terminal device and the personal ID
device; and
(4) control means, coupled to the personal ID inter
face means, the keyboard data entry means, and

trust the cryptographic device 103. With the public key

algorithm, the digital signature of the issuing authority
can be left intact if the credential received is decrypted

using only the ?rst part of the issuing authority's key.
The same effect, however, can be created by a crypto

graphic device 103 that doesn’t use public key cryptog

the display means, for transmitting and receiving
information through the personal ID device in

raphy at all. The fact that a credential bears a digital

signature could be quite transparent to a cryptographic
device which treats it merely as a string of bits. One

terface means, for displaying on the display
means received information, and for receiving

previously mentioned type of credential data for which
signed credentials might be particularly useful is that

information from the operator through the key

which can be used to authenticate the card 108 itself.
Just as a card 108 may present signed credentials
whether it uses public key cryptography or not, so can

personal ID device and for display on the display

board data entry means for transmission through
the personal ID device interface means to the

it issue signed check numbers in either case. If check 25
numbers were signed by a clearinghouse, a merchant
could verify the signature on a check number and be
assured that it is in fact an authentic check number. Ifan

expiration date is included within the signed check 30

number, the merchant could also assure himself that the
check number is not obsolete. Merchants might still be

concerned that the number was stolen from say another
merchant, or that the unencrypted amount of the check

claimed by the cryptographic device (process block
307) differs from the encrypted amount (process block
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309).
The cryptographic device 103 may include control
logic to solve these problems in the following way. The
signed check numbers already discussed will be aug

check number.
Digital signatures can also be used to provide third

(3) data storage means for at least temporarily stor

ing selected information encrypted using the
personal ID of the operator as a key;
(4) data security means, including a random num~
ber generator means and a cryptographic key

generator means, for encrypting and decrypting
selected information using a selected key;
(5) processing means, coupled to the external sys~
tem interface means, the terminal interface
means, the data security means, and the data
storage means, for controlling in a predeter»
mined manner the exchange of information be
tween the personal ID device and the external

party authentication in other situations. For example,
the check description forwarded by a merchant (pro
cess block 301) in a payment transaction could be signed
by the merchant, and might then serve as a more useful

proof of purchase.
While only a limited number of embodiments of the 55
disclosed invention have been discussed herein, it will
be readily apparent to persons skilled in the art that
certain changes and modifications may be made without

system through the external system interface, for
controlling the exchange ofinformation between
the personal ID device and the terminal device
through the terminal interface means, for receiv

ing the operator‘s personal ID through the data
entry means in approval ofa transaction, and for

60

illustrative purposes only, and do not in any way limit

decrypting selected information from the storage
means with the data security means using the
personal ID as a key; and

the invention, which is de?ned only by the claims.
I claim:
1. A personal, portable two-part terminal and per

personal ID and electronic external system having a
communications interface with means for receiving and

means having receiving and transmitting means

for transferring information between the per
sonal ID device and the external system;
(2) a terminal interface means for coupling the
personal ID device to the personal ID device
interface means of the terminal device, said ter
minal interface means having receiving and

transmitting means for transferring information

verify the signature using the public key found in the

sonal ID device, for electronically securely communi
cating between an operator having a predetermined

device comprising:
(1) an external system interface means for coupling
the personal ID device to the communications
interface of the external system, said interface

between the personal ID device and the external
system;

mented to include a public key, just as they may include
an expiration date. The private key that corresponds to
such a public key in a check number need only be avail
able to the cryptographic device. The cryptographic
device 103 may use this private key to sign the amount 45
along with the check number, and the merchant can

departing from the spirit of the invention. Accordingly,
the foregoing disclosure, description, and figures are for

means;

(b) the personal ID device coupled to the terminal

(5) a tamper-resistant housing enclosing at least the
processing means, the data security means. and
65

data storage means.

2. The two-part terminal and personal ID device of
claim 1 wherein the terminal device is separable from
the personal ID device.
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3. The two-part terminal and personal ID device of
claim 1, wherein the external system interface means of
the personal ID device is con?gured to couple the ter
minal and personal ID device to the external system

data storage means, for controlling the function
of the personal ID card, and (4) a tamper-resist

interface means of a second terminal and personal ID

means and data storage means;

means coupled to the interface means and the

ant housing enclosing at least the processing

device to permit information exchange therebetween.

(b) connecting the personal ID device to the external

4. For use with an external electronic system requir

system through the interface means;
(c) transmitting a challenge number from the external

ing receipt of identi?cation information to identify an
authorized operator before use of the system, each au

thorized operator having a predetermined personal ID,

system to the storage means of the personal ID
0

the external system having a communication interface

(d) accessing the system key and the personal authen

with means for receiving and transmitting information,
data processing means, and data storage means having

tication number from the storage means with the

processing means;

stored therein a system ID and a system key, a portable

(e) generating a random number in the personal ID
device with the processing means;
(f) encrypting the random number with the process
ing means, using the system key as a key;

personal ID device comprising:
(a) an interface means having receiving and transmit
ting means for transferring information, for cou
pling the personal ID device to the communica
tions interface of the external system to permit

(g) transmitting the encrypted random number and
the decrypted personal authentication number

information exchange therebetween;

from the personal ID device to the external system;

(b) keyboard data entry means for accepting the per

(h) selecting in the external system the system key

sonal ID and transaction information from the

having an associated personal authentication num

operator;
(c) display means for selectively displaying informa
tion to the operator;

device;
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ber matching the received personal authentication
number;

(d) data storage means having stored therein, and
encrypted by the personal ID as a key, a predeter

(i) decrypting and storing the random number in the
external system, using the selected system key as a

mined system key and a predetermined personal
authentication number;
(e) processing means coupled to the interface means,

(i) generating a temporary cryptographic session key

key;
in the external system, using a predetermined com
bination of the challenge number, the random num
ber, and the system key as a key;

the data entry means, the display means, and the
data storage means, for receiving a ?rst random
number and the system ID from the external sys~
tem, for displaying the system ID on the display
means to the user for operator veri?cation that the 35
system is one with which the operator desires to

key as a key; and

exchange information, for receiving the operator
personal ID through the data entry means in ap
proval of the transaction, for decrypting the system

key and the personal authentication number using

(k) generating the same temporary session key with
the processing means of the personal ID device,
using a predetermined combination of the chal
lenge number, the random number, and the system

40

(I) using the temporary session key to encrypt and
decrypt data thereafter exchanged between the
personal ID device and the external system.

the personal ID as a key, for generating a second

6. A method for transmitting data in a secure manner

random number, for encrypting the second random
number using the system key as a key, for transmit
ting the encrypted second random number and the

between an authorized user and an external electronic

decrypted personal authentication number from

system, the external system having data processing
means and a master key, comprising the steps of:
45

(a) providing a personal ID device comprising:
(1) an interface means for coupling the personal 1D
device to the external system to permit informa~

the personal ID device to the external system, for

generating a temporary cryptographic session key

tion exchange therebetween, (2) data storage

using a predetermined combination of the ?rst
random number, the second random number, and
the system key, and for using the temporary session

means having stored therein data including a

predetermined system key and a predetermined

personal authentication number, the personal

key to encrypt and decrypt information thereafter
exchanged between the personal ID device and the
external system; and
(f) a tamper-resistant housing enclosing at least the

authentication number comprising the system
key encrypted using the master key as a key, (3)

processing means and data storage means.
55
5. A method for transmitting data in a secure manner

and the data storage means, for controlling the
function of the personal ID card, and (4) a tam

processing means coupled to the interface means

between an authorized user and an external electronic

per-resistant housing enclosing at least the pro

system, the external system having data processing
means, a plurality of predetermined system keys each
having an associated personal authentication number,
comprising the steps of:
(a) providing a personal ID device comprising:

cessing means and data storage means;

(b) connecting the personal ID device to the external
system through the interface means;
(0) transmitting a ?rst random number from the exter
nal system to the storage means of the personal ID

(1) an interface means for coupling the personal ID
device to the external system to permit informa

tion exchange therebetween, (2) data storage
means having stored therein data including a

predetermined system key and its associated

personal authentication number, (3) processing

device;
(d) accessing the system key and the personal authen
65

tication number from the storage means with the

processing means;
(e) generating a second random number in the per
sonal ID device with the processing means;
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(f) encrypting the second random number with the
processing means, using the system key as a key;
(g) transmitting the encrypted second random num
ber and the decrypted personal authentication
number from the personal ID device to the external

system;
(h) decrypting the personal authentication number in

(i) decrypting the personal authentication number in
the external system with the master key to deter

the external system with the master key to deter

mine the system key;
(k) decrypting and storing the second random num

mine the system key;
(i) decrypting and storing the second random number

ber in the external system, using the system key as
a key;

in the external system, using the system key as a

key;

(1) generating a temporary cryptographic session key

(j) generating a temporary cryptographic session key

in the external system, using a predetermined com
bination of the first random number, the second
random number, and the personal authentication

in the external system, using a predetermined com
bination of the first random number, the second
random number, and the system key as a key;

number as a key;

(k) generating the same temporary session key with

(m) generating the same temporary session key with
the processing means of the personal ID device.

the processing means of the personal ID device,
using a predetermined combination of the first
random number, the second random number, and
the system key as a key; and
(1) using the temporary session key to encrypt and
decrypt data thereafter exchanged between the
personal ID device and the external system.

using as a key a predetermined combination of the
first random number, the second random number,

and the personal authentication number; and
(n) using the temporary session key to encrypt and
decrypt data thereafter exchanged between the
personal ID device and the external system,

7. A method for transmitting data in a secure manner
between an authorized user having a predetermined
personal ID and an external electronic system, the ex~
ternal system having data processing means and a mas

ter key, comprising the steps of:
(a) providing a personal ID device comprising:

8. The method of claim 6 or claim 7, comprising the

further steps of:

(a) transmitting the first random number previously
stored in the personal ID device to the external
30

(1) an interface means for coupling the personal ID
device to the external system to permit informa

tion exchange therebetween, (2) data entry
means for accepting the personal ID from the
user, (3) display means for visually transmitting
information to the user, (4) data storage means

having stored therein, and encrypted by the per
sonal ID as a key, a predetermined system key

and a predetermined personal authentication
number, the personal authentication number

comprising the system key encrypted using the
master key as a key, (5) processing means cou

28

(h) encrypting the second random number with the
processing means, using the system key as a key;
(i) transmitting the encrypted second random number
and the decrypted personal authentication number
from the personal ID device to the external system;

35

system, encrypted by the temporary session key;
(b) comparing the received ?rst random number in
the external system for equivalence with the first
random number originally transmitted by the exter
nal system, to verify that the personal ID device

has properly generated the temporary session key;
(0) transmitting the second random number stored in
the external system to the personal ID device, en

crypted by the temporary session key; and
(d) comparing the received second random number
for equivalence with the original second random
number stored in the storage means, to verify that
the external system has properly generated the

temporary session key.

pled to the interface means, the data entry
9. The method of claims 5,6, or 7, further comprising
means, the display means, and the data storage 45 the step of providing a new personal authentication
means, having encrypting and decrypting func
number after the temporary session key is generated.
tions and a random number generating function,
10. The method of claim 9, wherein the step of pro
for controlling the function of the personal ID
viding a new personal authentication number comprises
card, and (6) a tamper-resistant housing enclos
the further steps of:
ing at least the processing means and data stor 50
(a) generating and storing a new system key in the
age means;
personal ID device, using a predetermined combi
(b) connecting the personal ID device to the external
nation of the first random number, the second ran
system through the interface means;
dom number, and the system key;
(c) transmitting a ?rst random number and a system
(b) generating the same new system key in the exter
ID from the external system to the storage means 55
nal system, using a predetermined combination of

of the personal ID device;
(d) displaying the system ID to the user on the display
means for user verification that the external system
is one with which the user desires to exchange

information;
(e) entering the user‘s personal ID into the processing
means of the personal ID device through the data
entry means;

the first random number, the second random num

ber, and the system key;
(0) generating a new personal authentication number
in the external system by encrypting the new sys
tem key using the master key as a key; and
(d) transmitting the new personal authentication
number from the external system to the personal
ID device.

(i) decrypting the system key and the personal au—
11, The method of claims 5, 6, or 7, wherein the user
thentication number with the processing means, 65 has a predetermined personal ID, the personal ID de
using the personal ID as a key;
(g) generating a second random number in the per
sonal ID device with the processing means;

vice further comprises data entry means, coupled to the

processing means, for accepting the personal ID from
the user, and the data stored in the data storage means is
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encrypted using the personal ID as a key, comprising
the further steps of:

30

(b) displaying the system ID and the transaction data

'

to the user on the display means for user veri?ca

(a) entering the user‘s personal ID into the processing

tion that the system is one with which the user

means of the personal ID device through the data
entry means; and

desires to exchange information, and that the trans
action is one which the user desires to complete.

(b) decrypting the data from the storage means with

17. The method of claim 15 or claim 16, wherein the
user has a predetermined personal ID, the personal ID
device further comprises data entry means, coupled to

the processing means, using the personal ID as a

key, after the data is accessed.
12. The method of claim 11, comprising the further
step of deleting the personal ID from the personal ID
device.
13. The method of claims 5, 6, or 7, wherein the exter
nal system has a system ID, and the personal ID device
further comprises display means coupled to the process
ing means for visually transmitting information to the
user, comprising the further steps of:
(a) transmitting the system ID from the external sys
tem to the personal ID device; and
(b) displaying the system ID to the user on the‘display

the processing means, for accepting the personal ID
from the user, and the data stored in the data storage
means is encrypted using the personal ID as a key,

comprising the further steps of:
(a) entering the user’s personal ID into the processing
means of the personal ID device through the data
entry means to approve a transaction; and

(b) decrypting the data from the storage means with
the processing means, using the personal ID as a
key, after the data is accessed.
18. The method of claim 17, wherein the storage

means for user veri?cation that the external system 20 means contains a personal key and an account key en
crypted by the personal ID, and wherein the transaction
is one with which the user desires to exchange

information includes a transaction description, compris
ing the further steps of:

information.
14. The method of claim 13 comprising the further
step of visually indicating to the user with the display

(a) decrypting the personal key and account key
using the personal ID as a key;

means that the transmission of data has been success

(b) encrypting the transaction description with the

fully completed.

personal key;

15. A method for transmitting ?nancial data in a se

(c) encrypting the transaction amount, the next-check
number, and the encrypted transaction description
using the account key; and

cure manner between an authorized user and an exter

nal electronic system, the external system having data

processing means, comprising the steps of:
(a) providing a personal ID device comprising:

(d) transmitting the encrypted transaction amount,

(1) an interface means for coupling the personal ID
device to the external system to permit informa

tion exchange therebetween, (2) data storage
means having stored therein data including a
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previous account balance, a next-check number,
and an account key, (3) processing means cou
pled to the interface means and the data storage

means, for controlling the function of the per
sonal ID card, and (4) a tamper—resistant housing
enclosing at least the processing means and data
storage means;
(b) connecting the personal ID device to the external

system through the interface means;
45
(c) transmitting from the external system to the per

sonal ID device transaction information including
an amount of payment required;

(d) accessing the previous account balance data, the
next-check number, and the account key stored in 50
the storage means;

(e) debiting the previous account balance by the
transaction amount received from the external sys

tem;
(f) storing the new account balance in the storage 55
means; and

(g) transmitting from the personal ID device to the
external system the debit amount and the next

check number for the transaction.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the external 60
system has a system ID and transaction data, and the

personal ID device further comprises display means
coupled to the processing means for visually transmit
ting information to the user, comprising the further
steps of:
65
(a) transmitting the system ID and the transaction
data from the external system to the personal ID
device; and

the next-check number, and the transaction de
scription from the personal ID device to the exter
nal system.
19. A method for transmitting ?nancial data in a se
cure manner between an authorized user and an exter

nal electronic system, the external system having data
processing means and an account key, comprising the
steps of:

(a) providing a personal ID device comprising:
(1) an interface means for coupling the personal ID
device to the external system to permit informa

tion exchange therebetween, (2) data storage
means having stored therein data including a
previous account balance, a next-deposit num
ber, and an account key, (3) processing means
coupled to the interface means and the data stor
age means, for controlling the function of the

personal ID card, and (4) a tamper-resistant
housing enclosing at least the processing means
and data storage means;

(b) connecting the personal ID device to the external
system through the interface means;
(c) transmitting from the external system to the per
sonal ID device transaction information including
a deposit amount, and, encrypted by the account
key, a deposit number and the deposit amount;
(d) accessing the previous account balance data, next
deposit number, and account key stored in the
storage means;

(e) decrypting the encrypted deposit number and
deposit amount, as received from the external sys
tem, using the account key as a key;

(0 comparing for equivalence the decrypted next
deposit number from the storage means with the

decrypted deposit number, and the unencrypted
deposit amount with the decrypted deposit amount
from the external system;

